
HIRERS MUST: 

-Be sensible & responsible 

-Avoid shallow/rocky waters 

-Avoid oyster leases 

-Keep kayak clean and tidy 

-Remove all rubbish from kayak after use 

-Return to the marina by due time (indicated on 

receipt) 

-Launch from the boat ramp 

-Carry not drag kayaks 

-Wear a life jacket at all times 

-Bring at least one bottle of water 

 

HIRERS MUST NOT: 

-Exceed 0.05 BAC limit 

-Overload the kayak 

-Exceed Hire Limits (displayed on map) 

PH: 9456 7000 

In the event of an emergency: 

1. Put life jackets on 

2. Notify marina (9456 7000) 

3. Call ‘000’ for a medical emergency 

4. Call ‘112’ if out of reception for an emer-

gency 

5. Call surrounding boats for assistance 

Crossing ferry cables 

When crossing ferry cables wait until ferry 

has completely stopped on either side. 

When it has done so, Proceed to cross in-

between the ferry and the shore. 

Navigation 

Always steer clear of moving boats. To 

avoid rolling over, always paddle head on 

into waves. 

Crosslands Camp Site 

Where to paddle? 

If enjoying a healthy amount of sun while paddling 

downstream and relaxing by the water is your 

thing, then why not do the 1hr paddle to Cross-

lands campsite? Catering for everyone with loads 

of room for activities, electric BBQ’s and public toi-

lets it makes for a great day out on the kayak. Or if 

paddling and fishing is your thing, refer to the map 

for a bunch of great fishing locations. 

Important Notice 

We have a duty of care to look after your wellbeing. If you 

have not returned to the marina by the finish time on your 

hire boat receipt we are obliged to assume that you are 

having difficulties or are in trouble. Consequently we have 

to dispatch our rescue boat to look for you. If we do this 

needlessly e.g. you have overlooked or misjudged the time, 

your bond will be withheld. 




